
Personal statement 

 

The modern business world requires exceptional professionals with a diverse understanding of 

the business concepts, different cultures and personal attitudes. From my previous learning, I 

acknowledge that business administration field has become an integrated domain with various 

subjects like economics, politics, and business management. Therefore, there is need to have 

extensive knowledge and skills in business administration for future organization success. In 

my view, pursuing a master’s degree in the University of Surrey is the iconic way to sharpen 

my skills horizons. I am quite eager to enroll in the university program in order to benefit from 

substantial resources, learn from eminent professors and work in projects with diverse group 

of students from various backgrounds. I am confident that my initial education and work 

experience has immensely prepared me for the underlying demands and or problems that I can 

face in the learning. In effect, if one were to ask my friends to describe me, they would describe 

me as a pleasant individual, diverse, active, and intelligent. I consider one of my most 

distinctive qualities are the variety of encounters I have. I'm a business student with a pizazz 

for human expression. I'm an individual with specialized fitness and an interest in 

administration. I likewise have an energy for voyaging and grasping various societies of the 

world. This multitude of components have given me an extremely expansive standpoint, with 

differing levels of information in a scope of points. I emphatically trust that albeit some are not 

related straightforwardly, this large number of characteristics will impact my alumni work. 

While studying Master of Business Administration is my primary goal today, is traveling and 

communicating with different people from diverse cultures, religion and society. I have visited 

distinct places across the world including. Australia, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Malaysia, 

Singapore, Georgia, Morocco, and adjoining nations including Jordan, Bahrain, and the 

Emirates. Engaging in sports, specifically walking. Something else that I love to do, however, 

that energy doesn't match the excitement I have at work. Another personality that upholds my 

character is revenue in aiding individuals and making monetary mindfulness connected with 

cash the executives and compelling administration. My different advantages and individual 

characteristics have provided me with a more extensive perspective on the areas of work that I 

experience. 

Currently, I am working with Food and Trade (AZDA Food and Supply Ltd.), a firm controlled 

by my family. Other work entails working with the Social Development Bank (a legislative 

area) which attempts to help the resident by giving credits, and monetary and non-monetary 

administrations, my significant job is Head of loans department. My work here centers around 

breaking down credits, individual necessities, endorsements of checks and monetary ways, 

liaising with higher specialists to give a report, foster monetary strategies for advances and 

apportionments. Before that, I worked in business organization with a global organization has 

furnished me with openness and I have needed to know how the business world works. My 

most memorable significant job was at the monetary and managerial division of United Trade 

for both computer and trade aspects. Here, I functioned as a chief of monetary and authoritative 

relations with the commitment of building great client relations, managing claims, clarification 

of administrations, keeping up with the malleability of client relations also critical thinking. 

Consistently connecting with clients and foundation authorities fabricated my certainty and 

upgraded my confidence. My subsequent occupation was manager of financial relations of 

United Trade Co and involved fostering a framework for solicitations and agreements. This job 

has advanced my insight in the accompanying fields; vital connections, examination, and 

exchange of arrangements and citations, the board of agreements and concurrences with an 



outside and interior provider, outer provider execution assessment, charge notes, and credit 

notes. 

Enthusiasm and interest in schooling are a custom in my loved ones. My dad has an Expert's 

Ready to go, my significant other has Bosses in Professional Bookkeeping.  Passion and 

interest in education are a tradition in my family. My father has a Master's in Business, my wife 

has Masters in Professional Accounting, and my sister is in her last year of medical school. 

They have all roused me to seek after my instructive dreams and make a guarantee to myself 

that I will do right by them. The quest for instructive success prompted me to concentrate BA 

at Canberra College. Consequently, studying bachelor of business administration at the 

university has been significantly advantageous to me inferable from the assortment of business 

abilities I have achieved. These abilities range from overseeing shared assets to exploring firms' 

global contributing exercises, valuation of organizations' stock, bookkeeping, and creating 

showcasing plans. Furthermore, I have figured out how to function with gatherings, be a 

cooperative person, tackle issues as they arise, and perform multiple tasks. I understand that 

choosing to study MBA at the University of Surrey is a golden opportunity.  More in this way, 

one self review I did about financial matters and the overall information about it gives the open 

door and the desire for personal development. Therefore, enrolling in MBA will broaden my 

skills, exposure and enable me to acquire a holistic mastery to global business processes. I will 

thus become an all-round business professional. 

I figure out that seeking after and at last getting MBA is an honour that many individuals may 

not appreciate. Having this honour ought not be underestimated and one should make the best 

out of it. I will utilize this honour to better myself, especially in making business-situated 

progress. I mean to place into utilization the expertise I will get in the callings of speculation 

and client care. I truly need to seek after my calling enjoying a higher benefit - that of an MBA. 

Having an MBA along with Chartered Financial Analyst Certification, which I plan to get after 

my lord's will assist me with confronting business challenges in a more taught view and execute 

powerful arrangements in the field of work as well as procuring a worldwide perceived 

certificate. 

With everything taken into account, I intensely accept that this program will assist me with 

acquiring an all-encompassing comprehension of the working of an association and shape me 

into a worldwide, balanced business proficient. I accept that MBA program with qualities in 

educational plan will expand my perspective and help me accomplishes my goals, not just by 

profiting from the program's first-class teachers yet in addition by connecting with individual 

business understudies. This program will give me the vital hypothetical and useful abilities 

fundamental for being a fruitful director. After finishing my MBA, I feel that being owned up 

to the ideal workforce with an accentuation on administration, creating logical abilities and 

useful openness will be significant for my future profession. I'm resolved that the capability I 

gain will assist with raising me to the place of business supervisor, which is my objective. I 

trust my experience and encounters will be considered for admission to the MBA program. 
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